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**Abstract**  
Untouchability is an evil social menace, where certain group of people are discriminated or alienated based on their caste, class or job from the mainstream sections of the society. Untouchables are the most oppressed and marginalized people, who often lack right and voice in the public domain. Manual scavenging is considered or treated as a job attributed to the untouchables of lowest strata of the society. These people are not given any dignity due to their job of carrying human waste using their bare hands. Mulk Raj Anand presents the sufferings and hardships of an untouchable boy named Bakha as a manual scavenger faced in the casteist society through his well known novel *Untouchable*.
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Mahatma Gandhi, the father of our nation says that “My fight against untouchability is a fight against the impure in humanity.”

Untouchables or Dalits are the fifth Varna apart from the four Varnas. They are called as the outcastes and the most downtrodden people. They are considered as the Avarnas and the four other Varnas are called as the Savarnas.

Untouchables are treated as impure based on their fifth Varna as well as due to their menial jobs. Untouchables are given the menial jobs of manual scavenging, burial of dead etc. Untouchability is an evil practice of discrimination a section of people based on their caste and class. The high class people avoid contact with this outcaste people as the mere touch of this untouchables make the Savarnas polluted. Also there exists a belief that people of higher castes could become impure even if a shadow of an untouchable person touches him and inorderto re-gain his purity he had to take a dip into holy waters of the Ganga.

Mulk Raj Anand is known as the Charles Dickens of Indian writing. He is also one of the four pillars of the Indian Literature in English. Other three writers are Raja Rao, R.K Narayan and Ahmed Ali. Mulk Raj Anand focuses on the sufferings and poverty of the low class people in the society. His famous works are Untouchable (1935), ‘Coolie’ (1936), ‘The Village’ (1939), ‘The Sword and the Sickle’ (1942), and ‘The Big Heart’(1945; rev. ed. 1980).

Mulk Raj Anand’s most acclaimed novel Untouchable exhibits the true shades of untouchability and the sufferings of a manual scavenger faced in this casteist society. This novel revolves around the live story of a boy named Bakha, who belongs to the Bhangi class of manual scavengers. He is not interested in manual scavenging but his father Lakha forced him to do the job for their livelihood. Mulk Raj Anand also presents other four characters such as Bakhas’s brother Rakha, his sister Sohini, the priest and Colonel Hutchingson to depict the issue of untouchability to its extreme.
The issue of a class bias within the Untouchables is well evident from an incident where Sohini gets verbally abused from a washerwoman named Gulabo for fetching the water from the public wells. Also the Untouchables are not allowed to fetch water from the well directly and they have to wait until a person belonging to high caste offers them water from the well. Also Untouchables are not allowed to enter the temples, as temples are for the high castes. Pundit Kali Nath, the priest tries to abuse Sohini sexually and he later accuses her in front of the people for intentionally touching him. Sohini explains that Pundit Kali Nath has tried to touch her, which infuriates Bakha. He spats on him in rage for abusing his sister and cursed the evil of Untouchability. Here Anand presents the condition of an Untouchable girl, who faces subjugation and sexual abuse from the high castes. Another character whom Anand brings is Colonel Hutchingson, who converts the Untouchables to Christianity. He makes an attempt to convert Bakha into a Christian and later failed. Also Hutchingson’s wife also abuses Bakha by calling him as “Blackie”, which makes him more sad.

Even though Mulk Raj Anand was a Gandhian follower, he tries to bring a modernized concept through this novel other than the Gandhian ideologies for the eradication of Untouchability. Mahatma Gandhi put forward three objectives as a rebel against Untouchability. They are the Untouchables should not accept the left overs of the food from anyone and should not indulge in playing games like gambling and should give up the habit of drinking. Anand proposes a modernized solution through other two characters named a poet and a Muslim man for the eradication of manual scavenging, that is the flush system.

Manual Scavenging is considered to be a dirty job as well as inhumane too, where the scavengers have to collect the human waste using their bare hands. And those scavengers are also marginalized from the main stream based on their menial job. Flush system is a modernized solution to eradicate as well as to save the poor out caste people from this evil practice of Untouchability. This novel can also be compared to Takazhi Sivasankara Pillai’s ThottyudeMakan, which also revolves around the issue of manual scavenging.

Mulk Raj Anand’s novel named Untouchable presents the hardships, oppression, marginalization and Untouchability faced by a manual scavenger in a castiest society. This novel can be considered as a weapon to change the social system or hierarchal structure so that the Dalits or the out-caste people will also enjoy the equal right and freedom in the society.
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